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About This Game

Fairune Collection includes four games in one package – Fairune, Fairune 2, Fairune Origin and Fairune Blast!

Fairune is a retro-styled adventure RPG. Our heroine embarks upon a journey to unlock three mysterious statues and seal away
a great evil. Throughout the journey she will need to solve puzzles, fight monsters, discover new weapons and improve her

abilities.

Fairune 2 brings our heroine back for another perilous quest, this time to find a lost fairy. This sequel delivers a bigger world
for those that are ready for the challenge.

Fairune Origin offers an intriguing look at the beginnings of the IP. It provides a short but fun adventure and illustrates how
SKIPMORE conceptualised the gameplay of the two games that followed.

Fairune Blast is an unlockable treat, meanwhile, to offer something completely different. It’s a colourful shoot-em-up and a fun
diversion from the main adventures!

Features:
•Fairune and Fairune 2 have been redesigned for this PC release.

•Explore, solve puzzles, level up and fight monsters on your journeys.
•Simple controls make it accessible to all players ready for adventure!

•Fairune Origin and Fairune Blast bring the game total to 4!
•Retro 8-bit style visuals, designed for the modern era.
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•Perfect for headphones with a catchy chiptune soundtrack.
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Publisher:
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I don't see myself play this alone. But for some random fun with friends, this game is as sweet as you can expect from the look
of it.. A good game for the price, even more so if its on offer. NOTE: Do NOT expect a AAA game, note the price, and he aint
asking for much.

the developer's response is what made me buy this game, and its a good jump-in-and-play horror game with some elements of
survival on an alien dark world.

As of 18th/08/2016, ill personally give it a 8/10, bumped from 6, due to the cheap price. (P.S its officialy "out", not EA and
does have some minor bugs still which the developer is fixing and supporting, 1 man army bro!!). A quality arcade shooter
which I recently re-discovered.
With tight controls, loads of levels, a fun aesthetic and simple to learn, hard to master gameplay, it walks the fine line between
challenging and frustrating. Its got that "just one more go" vibe that will keep you playing for quite some time and with so many
levels (some with different game types) it wont get boring fast.

I don't remember what I paid for it, but I have a feeling it wasn't enough.. the game would be better if someone aside from
yourself play this game. Very Nice game!. This is Cranberry's last adventure game and sadly also their worst. It's far too easy
and the story isn't very interesting. The environments are really nice, but character modelling and animations feel 10 years older
than the rest of the game.

Their older titles in the Black Mirror series are far better, play those instead.. F**ked up USB 3.1 Port had to reinstall it
manually.
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Amazing DLC, adds so many new things to do. The maps look beautiful, as do the new units. You can see so much love and
work has been put into it, and it's fairly cheap too. I say this is one of the DLC's that someone needs to get.. it fun and funny
character, i got this game from free cd key and play like hell. and sure you guys dont miss this game,it like team fortress..
Attractive game))
Here you will not see any porn, but a good game! I really liked it, interesting). The game is broken and unfinished w/ the servers
shutdown! It's a shame because it could've been great in the future! But I guess we'll never know because aparently the devs left!
Don't buy this broken game! It's pointless to get it now!

Edit: Thankfully the game can no longer be purchased. There will be a new game to emirge from ITW's ashes. One that
hopefully will be a good one! I hope that all the Steam reviews helped people make an informative decision before the removal
of the "Buy" button on the store page.. BEST
SOUNDTRACK
EVER. Wow this game is absolutly wonderful. The controls take a little while to understand but once you have them the game
play reminds me of Halo! I was having fun the entire time I was playing and this is automatically going into my top of my
favorite games! The only suggestion I would have is to try to make the level creation a little easier to understand. This was is
going to be huge though! Great job devs you guys have something really amazing here!. If you like Civilization but want a better
combat system, faster gameplay, and a permanent medieval setting, this is your game. Think Civilization and Warcraft 3 in a
blender.
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